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Outstanding in the
GRC Software Space
Given Sword GRC’s commitment to an attainment of ‘exceptional’ across every aspect
of its business, the title of ‘2022 Most Outstanding GRC Management Software Provider,
UK’ is well deserved. From continual investment in innovation and the development of a
world-class platform that empowers global brands to elevate the value of their governance,
risk and compliance management, right through to the unrivalled levels of support and
customer care that its customers can rely on, Sword GRC raises the bar.
In today’s economy, organizations need agility and resilience
in order to navigate change and increasing complexities within
risk, governance and compliance. Businesses must be adept at
mitigating known risks, dealing with uncertainty and identifying
opportunity – balancing risks v rewards and capitalizing on
positive risk-taking when there is scope to maximize value.
Digital innovation is undeniably an enabler and as market leader
in enterprise risk management, Sword GRC’s award-winning
solution set equips global brands to raise their game; providing
reliable risk intelligence that supports strategic decision-making.
For customers within its core markets of aerospace and
defence, energy, infrastructure, construction and government,
Sword GRC is reinventing the way that risk is approached
– pushing risk management best practice up the corporate
agenda and elevating its value as part of an organization’s
digital transformation.
Innovation is part of Sword GRC’s ‘DNA’ – it sees its ongoing
investment in new technologies and product development as a
foundation from which its customers can maintain their leadership.
Active Risk Manager, Sword GRC’s best-in-class risk management
platform is trusted by global brands to support pioneering
initiatives, including ‘mega-projects’ of vast scale and scope,
entailing immense complexity and with much at stake.
ARM, complete with its Compliance, Policy, Safety and Audit
modules is considered the most flexible and configurable
solution available, centralizing enterprise-wide or project risk
into a ‘single view’ – providing users with the visibility and depth
of insights to put risk management at the heart of strategic and
operational decision making.
With a significant investment program across its people,
portfolio, and global reach, 2022 and beyond will see Sword GRC

expand its visionary product roadmap, bringing unrivalled new
functionality across its software stack for the direct benefit of
its customers.
“Whether their focus be on driving major projects or
implementing operational improvements, business leaders
will have access to dynamic, reliable information on risk, vital
for quality decision-making. More intelligent risk management
underpins optimized and sustained business performance, not
least the agility and resilience that’s critical in today’s global
climate,” said Keith Ricketts, VP of Marketing.
“We are proud to uphold robust working relationships with
customers as diverse as NASA and the UK Ministry of Defence
and are confident in our ability to develop and deliver bestfit risk management solutions that support their business
performance and ‘outstanding’ goals attainment.”
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